
 

 

 
 

 



 

The updating medical innovation in Taiwan will be based on the cross-industry 

collaborations. That will be the collaboration between BioMed and ICT.  

In recent years, Taiwan tried to bring together hospitals; IT, devices industry and 

bio-pharmaceuticals to cross fertilize their idea and develop better solutions for 

patients. Because Taiwan have advanced medical care, high quality R&D and 

manufactures, as well as strong ICT and electronic technology. These are key 

drivers of Taiwan’s Healthcare industry. 

 

 



 
According to the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) developed by 

international analysis organizations such as Morgan Stanley (MSCI) and Standard & 

Poor's (S&P), There are two industry groups: one is the Healthcare equipment and 

services (including healthcare providers like medical institutions and hospitals). The 

other group is Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology and services.Both industry groups 

aims on the global markets , including international healthcare, biopharmaceutical, 

medical device, regenerative medicine, Smart health, precision medicine, and sport 

medicine.  

 

 



 
IoT, 5G, AI, AR/VR/MR, cloud computing and blockchain are the backbones of 

facilitating a contactless economy. ICT giants stemmed from Taiwan have long been 

in these areas and more recently ventured into healthcare business. You might be 

familiar with certain names here- as hardware manufacturers. The vast majority of 

them work with the healthcare sector not just for devices and equipment, more 

and more for software or what it is called total solutions- for hospitals (Quanta, 

Qisda, Adventech, for example). Thanks to Taiwan’s expertise in semiconductors, 

you can see some with footprints in gene sequencing, biosensors and AI chip 

making (like Foxconn, and TSMC).  

 



 

 
On behave of IBMI, I would like to share some experiences to promote Taiwan 

Healthcare Service in the APAC countries, including Australia, Hong Kong, China, 

India, Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore in recent five years.My colleagues and I 

tried to promote the international connections for the potential cooperation not 

only for medical centers but also for our healthcare industries in these countries. 

By way of introducing the annual Taiwan Healthcare EXPO, we are successfully 

invited many KOLs from medical fields and the CEO or presidents of biomedicine-

related associations from these countries, such inviting the KOLs from Private 

Hospital Associations, and the president of medical device association of Thailand 

and Malaysia to Taiwan Healthcare EXPO. To conclude my experience of 

international promotion of Taiwan healthcare industry, I would like to give you one 

take home message, that is “ Taiwan is a total solution provider, we sell not only 

medical hardware or digital software but also the total solution for healthcare 

service.” 

 

  



 
Let me give you one good example for the internationalization. Singapore! 

Singapore is one of top-ranking countries in regulatory quality, based on the data 

from Scientific American Worldview for global biotechnology. I was invited to 

Medtech Connect in Singapore in 2019. There is a video with the SGInnovate 

interview by the Cambridge Consultants. 

 

 



 
As the interview in Singapore, I brought up the issue of academic-industrial gap. 
How to fill up the gap? Actually, from 2022-2025, I will keep helping the Ministry of 
Education in Taiwan to promote this Training program for interdisciplinary talents 
of Precision Health, in which sets up six main domains, including Precision 
Medicine, Smart Medical Device, Health and Wellbeing, Food Innovation, Precision 
Agriculture, and Diversified Health. Hopefully, there will be more than 30 project 

partners from 20 universities supported by this program from next year. The aims 
of this training program are trying to encourage partner Universities to establish a 
novel academia-Bio and ICT industry collaboration platform, to design 
interdisciplinary courses with ICT core technologies for graduate as well as 
undergraduate students from the fields of Health science, Life science, and Bio-
agriculture.  

 



 
Last but not the least, Let me take an advantage of this talk and introduce 2021 

Healthcare plus EXPO. Almost all medical centers in Taiwan will join this EXPO this 

year. From Dec. 2 to Dec. 5, we sincerely welcome you to come.  
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